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About This Manual

This manual has been designed to help you assemble, use and maintain your
Pillar Drill with the minimum of trouble. The manual contains all the information

you will need, as well as some other information that you may find useful.

lf you have any difficultyfindingthe information you need, have a look to the left

at the contents and you can also use the ‘QUlCK REFERENCE GUIDE’ on page
2 to assist your

If you still have unanswered questions please contact our Technical & Customer

Care Team on:

0330 123 0001
lmportanl points and warnings have been

WARNINGl,These POiMS are highlighted throughout this manual Vou are

extremes;Important and should be
eread un rstood and implemented

advrsed to read and follow the instructions given

before anempfing to use your Examples of what these warnings look like are on

Pillar Drill. Failure to follow these the left

Instructions could result in serious

injury or even death.

IMPORTANTI These points are also The points vary in importance and have been

very important and should be read colour-coded accordingly
and understood before using your
Pillar Drill.

NOTE: These points should also RED WARNING! Symbols are the most critical

be read.and understood as the followed by the YELLOW IMPORTANT! Symbol
information may be ”59“" ‘0 Y°"- and finallythe GREEN NOTE! symbol
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Warranty

Congratulations! You have made an excellent choice with the

purchase of this Quality product Our commitment to quality also

includes our service. Should you. contrary to expectations, experience
detects due to material or manufacturing faults during private use

within 24 months of the date of purchase we shall be liable for warranty
in accordance with statutory warranty regulations, provided that; - The

pillar drill was not put to any use other than the intended- Was not

overloaded. - Was not used with the wrong accessories - Repairs
were not carried out by any other than the authorised workshop. The

warranty is only valid in connection with the original receipt. Please

keep in a safe place. The warranty does not affect your statutory rights.
The product is guaranteed for a period of 24 months beginning on

the day of purchase, Keep your purchase receipt safe as proof of the

date of purchase. The guarantee period can only be extended for the

duration of any repair required. Duringthe warranty period, defective

pillar drills can be sent FREIGHT PREPAID to the service address

stated on the right of this page. We will, at our discretion either repair
or exchange the pillar drill in accordance with warranty legislation.
Please include the Proof of purchase when sending in your product
for repair. After the warranty has expired you can still send defective

pillar drills for repairs FREIGHT PREPAlD to the address on the right
of this page. Quotes as well as repairs after warranty period are to

be paid for in all cases. Ensure the product is sent well packed as no

responsibilitycan be accepted for items lost or damaged in transit. This

warranty does not affect your statutory rights. Should it be necessary

for the pillar drill to be returned for any reason, it is the customer

responsibilityto thoroughly clean the pillar drill, removing all debris.

A sanitising charge will be levied otherwise.

WEEE (Waste Electrical & Electronic Equipment) Directive

As a responsible retailer of domestic electrical goods UK Home Shopping Ltd
_ are committed to ensuring that the impact of our equipment to the enVironment

in minimal

As well as using recycled and recyclable packaging material where we can, we want to

ensure that our equipment is disposed ofin the correct manner at the end of its useful life.

Please do not throw this product away in the normal household refuse

Any equipment sold by UK Home Shopping Ltd can be taken to your local council waste

centre where the item wrli be disposed of correctly,
Alternativelyyou may return the item to us at the address above, whereby we will dispose
of the item safely and in an envrronmeritallyfriendlyway.
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Specification
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WARNING] There are four warningsymbols on me warning label which can be found on the pillar dnll,
the purpose of wamrng symbols rs lo make you aware of possible hazardous condillons. Remember Ihal

safety messages do not alrmrnale danger and are not a subsmute for proper accrdenr prevenuon measures.
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General Safety Instructions

IMPORTANTI Read all safety instructions. Failure to comply
with the following safety instructions can cause electric

shock, fire and/or serious injury.

KEEP THESE lNSTRUCTlONS W A SAFE PLACE

1. Work Space
Keep your work area clean and tidy.
Messy and/or poor lit work areas can cause accidents.

Do not operate the pillar drill in explosive environments

where flammable liquids, fumes or dust are present. Pillar

drills produce sparks which can ignite dust or fumes.

Keep children and other people out of the area when

operating the pillardrill. Distractions may lead to loss of

control over the pillar drill.

Pay attention to environmental influences.

Ensure your work area is well lit.

2. Electrical Safety
The mains plug must fit the socket. The plug may
not be modified in any way. Do not use adaptors with

earthed equipment. Unmodified plugs and appropriate
sockets reduce the risk of electric shock.

Never pull the cable to unplug the pillar drill, keep the

cable from heat, oil and sharp edges.
Avoid bodily contact with earthed objects (such as

pipes, radiators, ovens and refrigerators). There is

an increased risk of electric shock when your body is

earthed.

Keep the pillar drill out of rain and wet environments.

Water in the pillar drill increases the risk of electric

shock.

Do not use the mains cable for purposes for which it is

not intended, such as carrying or hanging up the pillar
drill and do not pull the cable to disconnect the pillar
drill from the mains. Protect the cable from heat, oil,

sharp edges and moving parts. Damaged or twisted

cables increase the risk of electric shock.

Check extension cables regularly for signs of damage.
Damaged extension cables must be replaced. Cable

reels should only be used when fully unrolled,
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3. Personal Safety
4-

Be attentive, concentrate on the job and use common sense

when working with pillar drills. Do not operate the pillar drill

when you are tired or under the influence of drugs. alcohol or

medication A moment of carelessness when using the pillar drill

can lead to serious injury.
Wear CE approved personal protective equipment. Wearing CE

approved personal protective equipment appropriate to the type

of pillar drill and the application (such as a dust mask, non»slip

footwear, a safety helmet, safety goggles or ear protection),
reduces the risk of injury.
Avoid unintentionally starting the pillar drill. Ensure that the

power switch is in the 'OFF‘ position before connecting the pillar
drill to the mains. Carrying the pillar drill with your finger on the

trigger or connecting the pillar drill to mains when switched on

can lead to accidents.

Remove any adjusting tools or keys before turning the pillar drill

on. A tool or key connected to a rotating part of the pillar drill can

lead to injuries.
Do not over-reach. Maintain a stable posture and keep your

balance. This can improve your control over the pillar drill in

unexpected situations.

Wear appropriate clothing. Do not wear loose fittingclothes or

jewellery. Keep hair, clothing, and gloves away from moving

parts. Loose fittingclothes, jewellery or long hair can be caught

up in moving parts.
If dust extraction or collection devices can be fitted,ensure these

are connected and correctly operated. Using these devices

reduces the danger posed by dust.

Correct handling and operation of pillar drills

Do not overload the pillar drill. Use the appropriate

pillar drill for the job. You can work more safely and

effectively using the appropriate pillar drill within the

range of its capacity.
Do not use pillar drills with defective power switches. A

pillar drill which can no longer be switched on and off

is dangerous and must be repaired.
Disconnect the pillar drill from the mains before

carrying out adjustments, changing pillar drill or

accessories and putting the pillar drill away. This

precautionary measure prevents unintentional starting.
Store pillardrills out of the reach of children when not

in use. Do not allow people who are unfamiliar with the

pillar drill or have not read these instructions to use the

pillar drill.

Maintain the pillar drill with care, Ensure the moving

parts function correctly and do not stick. Check

whether parts are broken or are so badly damaged that

the pillar drill’s functions are impaired. Have damaged

parts repaired before operating the pillar drill. Many
accidents are caused by badly maintained pillar drills.
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Tool Use & Care

1. Use clamps or a vice to secure and support the work area to a

stable platform.Holdingthe work by hand or against your body
is unstable and may lead to loss of control.

Do not force pillar drills. Use the correct pillar drill for your

application.The correct pillar dn'll will do the job better and safer
at the rate for which it is designed.
Disconnect the plug from the power source before makingany
adjustments, changingaccessories, or storing the pillar drill.
Such preventive safety measures reduce the risk of starting the
tool accidentally.
Store an idle pillar drill out of reach of children and other
untrained persons. Pillar drills are dangerous in the hands of
untrained users.

Check for misalignmentor bindingof moving parts, breakage
of parts, and any other condition that may affect the pillar drills

operation. if damaged, have the pillar drill serviced before using,
Manyaccidents are caused by poorlymaintained tools.
Use onlyaccessories that are recommended by the

manufacturer for your pillar drill. Accessories that may be
suitable for one pillardrill,may become hazardous when used
on another pillardrill.

Service

i . Pillar drill servicing must be performed by a qualifiedrepair
person. Sen/ice or maintenance pertcn‘nedby unqualified
person could result in a risk of injury.

2. When servicing a pillar drill, use only identical replacement
parts. Follow instructions in the Maintenance section of
this manual. Use of unauthorised parts or failure to follow

Maintenance instructions may create a risk of electric shock or

injury.

USE CORRECT SUPPLY VOLTAGE: The power supplyvoltage
must match the information quoted on the pillar drill identification

plate.

USE PROPER EXTENSION CABLE: Use onlyproper extension
cable that accept the pillar drill's plug. Make sure your extension
cable is in good condition. Replace or repair damaged or worn

cable immediately.When using an extension cable, be sure to use

one heavy enough to carry the current your pillar drill will draw. An
undersized cable will cause a drop in line voltageresulting in loss of

power and overheating. it in doubt, use the next heavier gauge.

If in doubt consult us / visit our website

0300 123 0001 /www.ukhs.tv
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Specific Safety Rules
DO NOT let comfort or familiaritywith pillardrill (gained from repeated

use) rep ace strict adherence to rotary hammer safety mles. if you use this

pillardrii

S—“éSAEVT‘
5’9)

10.

ii.

i2.
13.
14.

15.

16.

i7.

unsafelyor incorrectly,you can suffer serious personal injury.

ways wear CE approved eye protection.
ways use sharp drill bits

ever use sub-standard or blunt drill bits

ever use excessive force on the drill handle

ways ensure the pillardrill is securely mounted to a solid

orkbench or stand

ever remove the guard
ways disconnect the tool from the power source when setting

up. adjusting, or changing accessories.

Do not wear gloves, scarves, or loose clothing.
A ways clamp the workpiece and brace against column to prevent
rotation.
Be sure the bit is secured in place before operation.
A ways be sure you have a firm footing. Be sure no one is below

when using the pillardrill in high locations.

Keep hands away from movingparts.
Do not leave the pillardrill running.
Some material contains chemicals which may be toxic. Take

care to prevent dust inhalation and skin contact. Follow material

supplier safety data.

Use recommended speed for drill accessory and workpiece
rotation.

Be sure drill bit or cuttingtools is securely locked in the chuck,

Be sure chuck key is removed from the chuck before connecting
to power source or turning power ON.

>ZE>ZZ>>
19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

8. Adjust the table or depth stop to avoid drilling into the able. Shut

off the power, remove the drill bit. and clean the table before

leaving pillar drill.

Do not connect tool to power source or operate until it is completely
assembled and installed according to the instructions. fany part
of your pillar drill malfunctions or has been damaged or broken. do

not operate until the part is properly repaired or replaced.
Never place your fingers in a position where they could contact the

drill or other cutting if the workpiece should unexpectedly shift.

Never use your hand to hold the object while drilling.A ways clamp
the object tight on the work table or use a drill vice to prevent
accidental injury.
Do not touch the bit or parts close to the bit immediate y after

operation; they may be extremely hot and could burn skin, clothing
etc.

Never perform any operation by moving the head unit or table with

respect to one another. Do not turn the switch ON or s art any

operation before checking that the head and table lock handles are

clamped tight to column and head and table support collars are

correctly positioned.
Before engaging the power switch ON, make sure the belt guard is

down and the chuck is installed properly.
Turn the switch OFF when leaving the pillar drill. Do not perform
layout, assembly or set-up work on the table while the cutting tool

is rotating, switched on or connected to a power source.

Firmlyclamp or bolt you pillardrill to a workbench or table.

Mount your pillar drill to either a workbench or mounting board;
iailure to comply could result in possible serious injury.
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Electrical Safety

A WARNINGI Always check that the power supply corresponds to the voltage on the ratlng plate.

Replacing cables or plugs
immediately throw away old cables or plugs when they have In the event of an electrical short circuit, grounding reduces the risk

been replaced by new ones, it is dangerous to insert the plug of of electric shock by providing a path of least resistance to disperse
a loose cable in the wall outlet,

Grounding

electrlc current. This pillar drill is equipped with a power cord having a

equipment-grounding prong.

Using extension cables 1. Reduce the risk of electrocution by keeping all connections dry
1. As a supply for this pillar drill always use an unloaded and off the ground. Do not touch plugs with wet hands. Failure to

line and/or extension with conductor of at least 1,5mm2 follow these warning could result in serious injuries.
and protected with a 13A fuse. Be sure that this extension 2. This pillar drill must have a ground prong in the plug to help
cable is not longer than 20 metres. ensure that it is grounded. Do not remove ground prong from

Only connect your pillar drill and/or extension cable to an plug to fit into a two-pronged outlet! It the plug will not fit the

earthed electricity mains. outlet, have the proper outlet installed by a qualified electrician.

This pillar drill can be switched to the single-phase
network (230V/50Hz), it you are in doubt about the earth

of the electricity provisions, consult an electrician first.

Even considering variations of the power supply (:10%
AC 230V), the rotational speed of the spindle will never

exceed the rated no-load speed.
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Unpacking

WARNINGl To prevent accidental starting that could cause possible serious

personal injury, assemble all parts to your pillar drill before connecting it to

power supply. The pillar drill should never be connected to power supply when

you are assembling parts, making adjustments, installing or removing drill bit,
or when not in use.

WARNING] if any parts are missing, do not operate this tool until the missing
parts are replaced. Failure to do so could result In serious personal injury.

‘ Carefully remove all parts and lay them on a flat, stable surface

- Remove all packaging and shipping materials
- Do not discard the packing materials (save should the pillar drill need to be repaired in the

future).
- Make sure the contents are not damaged.
- if you find that any part is damaged please contact our after sales team on: 0330 123 0001

' Ensure you have all the tools required for assembly and operation. This includes personal
CE approved protective equipment.

NOTE: If any parts are damaged or missing, do not attempt to plug in the

power cord and turn the switch on until the damaged or missing parts
are obtalned and are installed correctly.
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Assembly Instructions

WARNING:For your own safet
,

do not connect the pillar
drill to the power source until t e pillar drill is completely
assembled and you have fullyread the user manual.

You will need:
- CE approved personal protective equipment (not supplied)

Philips head screwdriver (not supplied)
Adjustable spanner (not supplied)
Chuck & chuck key (supplied)
3mm/4mm Allen key (supplied)

Place the column on the base and align holes

in the column with the holes in the base. Attach

and secure using bolts and spring washers

through the column into the base. Secure with

a spanner (not supplied).

-ower the work table onto
‘-

the column. The work table ( \

.le slide easily into position
do not use excessive

‘:rce. Ensure the work table

can rotate 360° and lock in

position with securing bolt.

e the headstock of the

ar drill onto the column as

'a' as it will go. Unscrew the
i an screws in the headstock

rig to avoid obstructing
internal diameter ol

headstock. Align the

stock horizontally to the

'<:able and base. Secure by
mg with Allen screws.

Thread the three operating handle bars into

the three holes located in the handle hub and

tighten them to secure.

Fasten the chuck

guard onto the pillar
drill using the screws

and bolt supplied with

a screwdriver.

IMPORTANT! Ensure the

spindle taper,andtapered hole
in the chuck are clean and

free of any grease, lacquer
or rust preventive coatings.

ithout the Chuck Guard fitted never

attempt to use the pillar drill.

Holdingchuck on taper of spindle. tap
with a soft tip hammer or a block of

wood and hammer to set chuck.

lMFORTANT! Open the chuck

laws as wide as possible by
turning the chuck sleeve.
Secure by using the chuck key.

NOTE: The height otthe guard
can be adyusted and secured

by Wing nuts
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Fastening pillar drill to supporting surface

It is possible to secure the pillar drill

to a supporting surface to prevent the

pillar drill from tipping, sliding and

moving during use. Use two suitable

screws (not supplied) through the two

holes located in the base of the pillar
drill into the supporting surface. “T"

bolts (not supplied) can be used in

the slots in the base to secure the workpiece. Once complete
your pillar drill is fully assembled and in a secured position.

Connection to the power supply
Make sure the on/off switch is in its off position. Connect the

plug into a suitable socket. Checkthatthe voltage corresponds
with the information on the rating label. Your product is now

ready to be used.

No volt release switch This pillar drill is fitted with a “No

Volts Switch". In the event ofa mains

power failure or if the mains plug
is removed from the mains supply
before the pillar drill is switched off.
the pillar drill will not restart without

warning when the mains power has

been restored or the mains power
has been re-connected. To start

the pillar drill press the green ON

button. To stop the pillar drill, press
the red OFF button,

Table adjustments

Adjusting the work table height
The table can be raised or lowered

on the pillar drill column by
loosening the table clamp handle.

Move the work table to the desired

position on the column and tighten
the clamp handle.

Rotating the work table

The table can also be rotated 360°

to allow for a larger workpiece to

be accommodated on the work

table or base. Simply unclamp the

table and move into the desired

place and secure.

Locate the securing
bolt underneath

the table. With a

suitable socket
loosen the bolt. On
the table support
there is a graduating

.

scale from 0-45°.

Set the table to the required angle and

retighten the bolt. Note: The graduated
scale is for guidance. We recommend
the use of an engineers protractor

.

WORK‘TABLE EVOTED

when setting any angles.
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Spindle speeds and adjusting belt tension

.
. . . WARNING:

Alwaysensure that the pillar drill is switched off and
NOTE A De“ 9°S“‘°”'”9 Speed m” ‘5

unplugged from t e power supply before making and adjustments ora
,

.-
. .loosed on the inside top coverot the p.llar drill

changing a drill bll,

Changing the spindle speed
Unscrew the cross head screw securing the pulley guard and lift open the pulley guard to expose
the pulley system. Determine the spindle speed required. Identify the pulley arrangement that

gives the nearest spindle speed to that required by referring to the drill speed chart.

NOTE:
dDo

not cross the belt to gave
. , . inlerme late 5 eeds this wr‘l cause

Slacken the belt tension locking bolt. This damage to the gillardfllt
‘

will allow the tension on the drive belt to be

released The motor assembly is hinged to allow Belt tension

tensioning of the drive belt. To move the drive When the desired pulleyarrangement has been

belt on the largest drive spindle pulley towards achieved, tension the drive belt. To check that the

1 A

13‘ E

the next smallest pulley and at the same time correct tension has been achieved. press your
rotate the drive spindle. by hand until the drive fingeronto the centre of the drive belt. The drive

belt locates onto the next smallest pulley. Repeat belt should move approximately13mm

this procedure on the motor pulley until the Re-tightenthe belt tension lockingknob.

desired pulley has been achieved.
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Using the 3 Jaw Chuck

Select the drill bit required. Open the jaws and insert the drill shank centrally into the chuck.

Rotate the chuck by hand until the jaws grip the drill bit, The chuck has three holes around

the chuck body. Locate the chuck key and using an even torque move from each hole

location until all three holes have been covered. Continue with a steady torque until tight.
Do not over tighten othenivise you will have difficultyremoving the drill bit.

A WARNlNG: Always use drill bits according to the intended use.

- For example, never use a drill bit intended for working on wood for working on stone or

vice versa.

- Observe the technical requirements of this product when purchasing drill bits.

- Drill bits become hot during use.

- Drill bits are very sharp.
- Handle drill bits carefully.
' Wear CE approved safety gloves when handling drill bits in order to avoid injuries like

burns or cuts.

Feed Depth Stop Adjustment

This is used when a number of holes of the same depth are required on a single or multiple

workpieces.
- Loosen the collar securing bolt.
- Calculate the distance from the drill bit tip to the workpiece plus the depth of the hole

you require.
~ Set the adjusting collar on the depth stop accordingly, tighten the securing bolt to

maintain this position,
- The pillar drill is now ready for drilling.
- Always check measurements using an engineers ruler.
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Operation Instructions
Your pillar drill is to be used with drill bits with a shank 13mm or less in diameter. The followingwill give the inexperienced operator a start on

common pillar drill operations, Use scrap material for practice to get a feel of the pillar drill before attempting regular work.

Installing and removing drill bits

NOTE: Use the recommended speed for the pillar drill bit and
l, Disconnect the pillar drill from the power source, workpiece material.

2. Insert the smooth end of the drill bit into the chuck, as far as it

will go, and then back the bit out 1.5mm, or up to the flutes for

small bits.

3. Make certain that the drill bit, lS centred in the chuck before More: A drill bit of smaller diameter uses a fast speed and vice

tightening the chuck with the key. verse

4. Turn the chuck key, clockwise to tighten and counterclockwise

to loosen the chuck jaws,
5. Tighten all three chuck jaws to secure the drill bit sufficiently so

General guidelines f0, drilling metal

that it does not slip while drilling. Always centre punch the position for drilling, A centre punch is a pointed
6. Make sure the chuck key, is removed from chuck before starting tool that marks the material to the drilled with a small indent. it stops the

pillar drill, drill but moving from the desired position.
Always start by drillinga small pilot hole and gradually progress in the

Correct drilling speeds
drill diameter. When drilling material, lubricate the drill tip with oil.

Factors which determine the best speed to use are: kind of material

being worked, size of hole, type of drillingcutter, and quality of cut

desired.
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Troubleshooting

Problem

Noisy Operation

Excessive drill wobble

Motor won't start

Drill binds in workpiece

Drill burns or smokes

Table is difficult to raise

Reason

9??

we???

we???
9-."
F!”

F.”

as???

incorrect belt tension

Dry spindle
Loose ulley
Loose elt
Worn bearing

Loose chuck
Worn 5 indie shaft or bearing
Worn c uck

Power supply
Motor connection
Switch connections
Motor windings burned

Faulty switch I no volt release unit faulty

Excessive pressure on feed handle

Loose belt
Loose drill

Speed too fast

incorrect speed slow down RPM

Chips
are not discharging

Dul drill or not out properly for material

Needs lubrication
Feed pressure wrong

Needs lubrication
Table lock tightened

\Volf' . lOé302 . Page 18

Solution

99???
or?

were?

9-9
F!”

999??
a.

b.

Adjust tension
Remove splndlelquillassembly and lubricate

Tightenpulley
A just belt tension

Replace bearing

Tighten by pressingchuck down against table

. Replace spindle
shaft or bearing

Replace c uck

Check power cord
Check motor connection
Check switch connections
Contact technical support on 0330 123 0001

Contact technical support on 0330 123 0001

A ly less ressure

Cfigckbeltgension
Tighten drill with key
Change speed

Refer to s eed chart
Clean dril bit
Shar en drill bit
Use ubrication while drilling
Apply less pressure

Lubricated with light oil
Loosen clamp



Maintenance

It the power cord is damaged. it must be replaced by the UKHS. the supplier.
Please contact our technical department if you require assistance on 0330 123 0001

Always lubricate drill bits with suitable oil when drilling.This will prolong the life of drill bits

and aid cutting (metal only).
Caution: Do not use water-based coolant or any kind of continuous coolant pump.
Remove all swan‘ and dust after each operation.
Spread oil onto unplated sun‘aces especially if the pillar drill is not used for long periods.
Lubricate the spindle drive with oil every six months.

The spindle guide screw should also be checked regularly
This product does not contain any parts that can be repaired by the consumer.

Please contact our technical department if you require assistance on 0330 123 0001
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For indoor use only

CE Declaration of Conformity
/

® Your Wolf 9 Speed Pillar Drill has been manufactured to a high standard,

WM and has been tested to and complies with the following European Directives,
ELECTRIC TOOLS

We UK Home ShoppingLtd., Hereby declare that the equipment
described below

Description and function: Wolf 9 Speed Pillar Drill

Year of Manufacture: 2017 Serial Numbers: 00332

Munufacture’s authorised representative within the EC:

UK Home Shopping Ltd, UKHS House, Prospect Close,

KirkbyIn Ashfield, Nottinghamshire,NGI7 7LF

Conforms to the requirements of the following
Directives, as indicated.

2006/42/EC - Machinery Directive

2006/95/EC - Low Voltage Directive

2004/108/EC - Electromagnetic Directive

WARNING! While your Walt Pillar Drill has been designed and

manufactured according to the above safety standards you are

reminded the incorrect use at your Wolf Pillar Drill may result in

injury and may void your warranty.

And the following harmonised standard(s)

EN 601029-1/A11:2010

EN ISO 12100:2010

EN 55014-1A2:2011

EN 55014-2/A2:2008

EN 6100-3-2/A2:2009

EN 6100-3-3:2013

Authorised signatory and technical file holder.

Date: 20/12/16

Signature:
Name: 0. Wyllie

Technical Department
UK Home Shopping Ltd, UKHS House, Prospect Close,

KirkbyIn Ashfield, Nottinghamshire,N017 7LF

Copyright © 2017 These instructions are the sole property of Wolf Licences Ltd and may not be reproduced.
Due to continuous product improvement we reserve the right to change the product specification without prior notice.
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